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facing breast cancer?
You are not alone.
Introducing your partner in healing:
Dr. Hania Bednarski, Metro East’s
first expert in comprehensive
breast cancer care
When a woman is faced

October is Brea
st Cancer
Awareness Mon
th. now is
the time to talk
with your
doctor about yo
ur breast
cancer risk. Ask
your doctor
if you’re due for
a screening
mammogram.

with a breast cancer
diagnosis, it is important to
find a physician who offers
comprehensive care. Women
living in Metro east no longer

“Having been diagnosed with

have to go far from home for

stage 4 breast cancer at this

excellent breast care.

time in my life, I didn’t think I

Dr. Hania Bednarski is a board certified,
fellowship-trained, breast oncoplastic surgeon
— the only physician of this kind in our area.

could endure the treatments,
procedures and tests involved.
“Dr. Hania Bednarski,

She specializes in procedures for women with

however, urged me to fight

breast cancer. She is with you every step of

and supported me and my

the way … from biopsy to final reconstruction

husband, Guy, throughout

of the breast.

the entire journey. Her

Dr. Bednarski deeply understands your need

attitude throughout was

to heal physically, emotionally and spiritually.

compassionate, positive and

“I am passionate about making sure that

reassuring. She even called

my patients get the best care and that they are

me at home to check on me

well-informed and treated with the dignity and

and ask if I had any questions.

respect that they deserve,” she says.

She was always accessible

To learn more or make your appointment
with Dr. Bednarski, please visit
www.serenitysurgery.com or call
618-288-2052.

and proved to be a major
influence on our journey.
“She is a credit to this
community and anyone facing
breast cancer. I’m so thankful
she encouraged me to fight.”
— Joyce Schmidt,
edwardsville, Il
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In youR oWn WoRDS:

‘The Right Place
at the Right Time’
Shortly after attending the ribbon-cutting
ceremony for Anderson Hospital’s new
Cardiac Catheterization Lab, community leader
Dawn Mushill experienced a heart attack.
Here, Dawn describes her firsthand experience
with Anderson’s lifesaving cardiac care.

I knew something was wrong. I had not been

I remember the nurse telling me that a

feeling myself for a while, just sort of run

lot of people would be working on me and

down and ‘blah.’ The uncomfortable feeling

they were there to help me. at that point, I

increased on Sunday, May 17. I was throwing

had not had a heart attack but within a few

some laundry into the washer and I was

minutes, I did. Boy, was I in the right place at

having trouble breathing. I knew it was time

the right time.
I remember my family coming in briefly

to seek some assistance.
I drove myself to the hospital and went to

and then they took me away. They wheeled

the eR. I explained that I thought I might be

me to the new Cardiac Cath lab — ironically,

having a heart attack and they immediately

we had just done the ribbon cutting a couple

took me into the triage room. after a brief

of weeks earlier. There, they put in a stent,

eKG, they wheeled me into an eR room and

and honestly, I do not remember much from

that is where the team went into action.

Know the Signs of a Heart Attack
If you think you are experiencing a heart attack, do not drive to the hospital. Call 911 so that
lifesaving treatment can begin right away. Anderson Hospital works with paramedics in the
area who are trained to diagnose and treat heart attack sufferers on the spot — before they
reach the hospital. Do you know the potential signs of a heart attack? Watch for:
• Chest discomfort. You may feel pain, pressure, squeezing or fullness, typically in the center
of the chest. The pain may last for several minutes, or it may go away and come back.
• Discomfort elsewhere in the upper body. You may feel it in one or both arms or in your back,
jaw, neck or stomach.
• Shortness of breath. This symptom may occur with or without chest discomfort.
• Other symptoms. Some people experience a cold sweat, nausea or light-headedness.
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Anderson Hospital
is the only hospital
in Madison County
to earn the
distinguished accreditation of
The Society of Cardiovascular
Patient Care.
there. The next thing I knew, I woke up in ICu
and I was thankful I was alive.
I spent a couple of days in ICu and then was
moved to a room. from the arrival to the eR
to discharge, it was a great experience. no
doubt, it takes a well-orchestrated staff to
operate a hospital. anderson surpassed the
mark and provided a ‘WoW’ level of service.
(as a customer service trainer, it takes a lot
for me to say ‘WoW’ service!)
Today, I am feeling better than ever and
will forever be grateful for the professional
staff at anderson Hospital.
— Dawn Mushill, of Troy, Illinois, is the
executive director of the Troy Chamber of
Commerce and an accomplished public
speaker. Dawn has also written and
published a book, Customer Service … and

>> Award-Winning
Care
When patients experience chest
pain, it is critically important that
they receive care that is both urgent
and appropriate. Anderson Hospital’s
new cardiac catheterization lab
suites offer cardiologists the latest
lifesaving technologies to detect,
diagnose and treat conditions of
the heart and your body’s entire
vascular system.
The area’s first hybrid operating
room, now at Anderson Hospital, is
equipped with advanced imaging
capabilities. “Anderson’s hybrid
OR provides a state-of-the-art
vascular suite to perform complex
endovascular procedures such
as conventional and fenestrated
aortic aneurysm repair, peripheral
artery aneurysm repair, arterial
embolization or other catheterbased interventions for peripheral
vascular disease,” says vascular
surgeon Robert Lee, M.D.

Beyond: It Is all about the WoW!.
heAlth & You
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fRoM THe PHySICIan’S DeSK:

That lump
Might Be a Hernia
with Anderson Medical Group’s General & Laparoscopic Surgical Associates

Hernias occur when the stomach,
intestines or other organs in your
abdomen poke through a tear or
weak spot in the muscle. A hernia
might feel like a lump in your groin
or belly. The bulge often hurts or
gets bigger when you cough, lift
something heavy or strain to go to
the bathroom.

Meet the Surgical
Associates
Our surgeons are experienced in
providing a broad range of surgical
treatment, including abdominal
surgery, hernia repair, breast cancer
treatment, colorectal surgery
and more. Read more about each
physician’s experience, education
and board certification at
www.andersonmg.com.

WHY Do I HAVE A HERNIA?
Some people are born with hernias. others
develop them because they are overweight,
lift heavy objects, have chronic coughs or

Charles Lane, M.D., FACS
General and Laparoscopic
Surgeon

constipation, or play sports involving fast twists
and turns such as hockey and tennis. your organs
also can push through a scar if you’ve had surgery
on your abdomen.

Scott Wong, M.D., FACS
General and Laparoscopic
Surgeon

DoES MY HERNIA NEED TREATMENT?
Talk with your doctor if you think you have a hernia.

Richard H. Wikiera, D.O.
General and Laparoscopic
Surgeon

There are different types. Some hernias, including
groin hernias in men, don’t need to be treated until
they begin causing pain.
Hernias can be repaired using open,

Gary Steinmann, P.A.-C.
Physician Assistant

laparoscopic and robotic-assisted techniques. The
chosen approach for the repair is usually based on
individual patient factors.
Surgery often is needed to relieve symptoms. It
also prevents what is called a strangulated hernia.
This rare but serious complication occurs when
the misplaced organ loses its blood supply.
your surgeon will move the organs back to the
right spot. Then, he or she may sew a piece of
mesh or a tissue graft into the muscle. Most hernia
operations are successful. few people get another

>> Call Today
To make an appointment with
General & Laparoscopic Surgical
Associates, please call 618-288-3616.
Most major insurance accepted.

hernia later.
6
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headlines

in health

N E W S yO U C A N U S E F O R B E T T E R H E A LT H

Chocolate Milk

Can Fruits and Veggies
Make You Happier?

To refuel your body

The answer appears to be yes. In a recent

after you exercise,

British study, about 14,000 adults answered

The American Council

questions about what they ate and their mood.

on Exercise suggests

Those who reported feeling down in the dumps

a glass of low-fat

were found to eat less than three servings

chocolate milk. It has

of produce per day. Meanwhile, those who

the just right protein-

consumed five servings or more fruits and

to-carbohydrate ratio

veggies had the brightest moods.

Quench Your Thirst with

to repair muscle

one possible explanation: you feel good when

tissue. Get ready for

you know you’re eating healthy. But that’s not

your next run with our

all. Healthy compounds in produce — complex

pro tips on page 22.

carbohydrates, folate and vitamin B-6 — help
your brain function properly, improving your
psychological health.
for the best mood boost, reach for these

Why risk the flu?
Get your flu shot.
During the 2013–14 flu season,*
the flu shot prevented

7.2 million
cases of the flu

fresh picks: Peas are rich in
complex carbs, spinach is
a good source of folate
and bananas contain
both complex carbs
and vitamin B-6. Learn
more about the power of
superfoods on page 16.

and

3.1
million
doctor’s visits.
visit anderson expressCare in Bethalto,
Collinsville, Glen Carbon or Highland to
get your flu shot today. for hours, go to
www.andersonhospital.org/expresscare.

Have special dietary
needs? Anderson Hospital
➜

dietitians offer medical nutrition
therapy. Call 618-391-6499.
A physician referral is required.

*Most recent report available as of print. Source: CDC.

heAlth & You
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are you Too
Embarrassed to
Go to the Doctor?
You’re not alone if you have felt uncomfortable talking with your
doctor about sex or your bathroom habits. Research shows that
about half of patients have felt ashamed at a doctor’s visit. As a
result, many patients avoid going back or lie to the physician.

Holding back could have detrimental effects

safe, practical strategies for shedding

on your health. Hiding health issues for

pounds. your doctor can also advise you on

fear of humiliation can prevent you from

a healthy weight for your body type.

getting treatment. on the flip side, honesty
and open communication can help your

ANXIETY oR DEpRESSIoN

doctor provide the best possible care. In

everyone experiences ups and downs.

one study, even embarrassing encounters

But if you feel sad all the time for more

at the doctor’s office had positive outcomes

than a few weeks or experience ongoing

for patients: It motivated them to make a

anxiety, alert your doctor. you may have

change to improve their health and their life.

depression or an anxiety disorder. These

To make the conversation easier, keep

are medical conditions just as real as any

in mind that your most mortifying health

physical ailment, and they’re very common.

issues are probably routine to your doctor.

your doctor can provide treatment or point

Taking care of the whole body is part of

you in the right direction. He or she might

the job. and remember — doctor-patient

recommend medication, counseling or

confidentiality protects all your talks. This

other treatments.

means your doctor won’t share any details

SEX

with other people.
Read on to learn about five issues you

often there’s a medical reason for sexual

shouldn’t hesitate to bring up at your next

dysfunction, both in men and women. and

doctor’s appointment.

sometimes, changes in your sex life act as
warning signs of heart disease, diabetes

8



WEIGHT

or other conditions. you don’t have to keep

you might feel embarrassed that extra

your concerns between the sheets. your

pounds add up to a bigger pants size. or

doctor can suggest methods to restore both

dread getting weighed at your next checkup.

desire and function. These may include

But if you are overweight, your doctor is a

hormone therapy, a change in medications

great resource. He or she can help provide

or a referral to a specialist.

Anderson hospitAl
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INCoNTINENCE AND
DIGESTIVE ISSUES
Though it may feel awkward to bring up
the topic, treatment can prevent future
accidents. Medications, exercises and
surgery can help you make it to the
bathroom in time if incontinence is your
problem. In some cases, stomach troubles
such as constipation and gas can be relieved
with lifestyle changes. But sometimes even
these common stomach symptoms can
signal a more serious health problem, so it’s
important to tell your doctor.

MEMoRY LoSS
forgetfulness isn’t always a sign of old age.
Medication side effects, vitamin deficiencies
or some thyroid, kidney or liver diseases can
cause memory problems. your doctor might
be able to help you pinpoint the cause. even
if the damage can’t be reversed, he or she

>> New Patients
Welcome
The area’s premier
physician group, Anderson
Medical Group, is now
accepting new patients.
Our physicians are
knowledgeable, progressive
and innovative, yet friendly
and approachable. We
thrive on connecting with
our patients and making
it easy to understand
medical conditions. Explore
our specialties and find a
primary care physician at
www.AndersonMG.com.

may have techniques to help you manage
memory loss and stay sharp.
heAlth & You
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Life After
Cancer
Caring for Survivors
You’ve endured chemotherapy,
radiation treatment, perhaps
surgery. Then, your doctor
says these wonderful words:
“You’re cancer-free.”

Make an
Exercise plan
Though you might need more rest
than before, you should also ask about
starting an exercise program. Several
studies show physical activity reduces
the risk for cancer recurrence and
lengthens survivors’ lives.

your life as a cancer survivor has begun. you
may feel ready to put the whole experience
behind you. at the same time, physical and
emotional scars often linger. Planning for
what many survivors refer to as their “new
normal” can both safeguard your health and
ease your mind. Do the following thoughts

side effects from your treatment. at first,

sound familiar? Here are steps you can take

you may return every three to four months,

in the days ahead.

then once or twice per year.

“MY boDY FEELS
DIFFERENT NoW.”

to come for follow-up appointments.

almost any therapy for cancer can have side

and any changes to your body. Share your

effects. While some fade after a few weeks

observations at your next appointment. ask

or months, others endure far longer. you

your doctor if there are specific warning

might feel tired, gain or lose weight or have a

signs that require an urgent call, such as

hard time concentrating or sleeping.

pain, bleeding or digestive issues.

ask your doctor how often you need
Between visits, take note of how you feel

Discuss any problems with your health
such as setting reminders to boost your

“I’M AFRAID THE CANCER
WILL CoME bACK ...”

memory — can help. Complementary and

Most survivors worry their cancer will

alternative approaches, such as relaxation

return. Talk with your health care team

therapy, often work as well.

about your feelings. focus on things in your

care team. In some cases, simple tools —

control, such as taking an active role in your

“Do I REALLY NEED To
SEE THE DoCToR AFTER
TREATMENT IS FINISHED?”

follow-up care and getting a good balance

Regular visits help your doctor keep tabs on

family members, friends, a support group or

your health. He or she will watch for signs

counselors.

of rest and exercise. almost everyone feels
better with support. yours might come from

your cancer has returned and for long-term
10
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“… oR MY SoN oR
DAUGHTER WILL HAVE To
FACE CANCER, Too.”
If you have fears about your family’s risk of
developing cancer, it may help to know that
only 5 to 10 percent of common cancers are
inherited. Talk with your doctor to find out
more about your risk and screening options.
your doctor may also refer you to a genetic
counselor to discuss your family’s risk.
Recovering from cancer takes time and
involves the whole family. your health care
team — including your doctor, nurses,
counselor or a social worker — can help you
navigate these changes.
as you move forward, know you’re in
good company. Millions of americans
have transitioned to a life beyond cancer
treatment. Many report a newfound
gratitude for each new day and the people in
their lives.

>> Healing Happens Close to Home
The Warren Billhartz Cancer Center at Anderson Hospital brings together
gifted physicians, dedicated staff and healing care in a single, comfortable
and convenient location. How can we help you and your family? Whether
it is for screening, treatment or recovery, we’re with you every step of the
way. To make an appointment with a cancer care specialist, please call
618-391-5900.

heAlth & You
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Home Alone:

Making the Right
Decision for your Child
Deciding to let your child stay
home alone is a process that
requires planning, teaching
and taking a realistic look at
your child’s readiness.

maturity: Does your child generally behave

The american academy of Pediatrics (aaP)

are comfortable with the idea. Whatever

cautions that most children younger than

decision you deem appropriate, follow our

age 11 or 12 are not able to handle stressful

checklists to put your child’s safety and

or emergency situations on their own. even

well-being first.

responsibly? exercise good judgment?
obey the rules in your absence? Is your
child relaxed or apprehensive about being
alone? The bottom line: let your child
stay home alone only if you and your child

more important than age, say experts, is

12
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READY?

NoT YET READY?

Prepare Your Child

Choose a Good Babysitter

Before your child stays home alone, cover

When selecting a care provider, follow

the basics:
❑ enroll your child in anderson Hospital’s

these steps:
❑ Meet potential sitters in advance.

babysitting or first aid course to teach

Interview them about their background

your child how to handle various

and experience.

situations.
❑ Make sure your child understands the
dangers of medicines, power tools, drugs,

❑ ask for — and call — references. If you
plan to hire a teenager, also talk with his or
her parents.

alcohol, cleaning products and inhalants.

❑ See if a prospect is willing to provide an

Store these items, and any firearms that

hour of child care while you’re at home.

may be in the house, in a secure place.

Consider it a “test run” so you can see

❑ Install smoke detectors. Show your

how the sitter interacts with your child,

child which exits are safest to use in

and so your child can get to know the

case of fire.

sitter. ask your child for his or her opinion

❑ Does your child know what to do in

after the visit.

an emergency? Dialing 911 may seem
obvious, but does he or she know how to

after selecting a sitter, discuss the house

give directions to your house? Make sure

rules, emergency information and your

your child has your phone number as well

child’s routines.

as the phone numbers of nearby friends,
neighbors or relatives.
❑ agree on the house rules for having
friends visit, taking care of pets and using
the phone, Tv, computer and kitchen
appliances.

>> Training Tomorrow’s Great MetroEast Sitters
Anderson Hospital’s babysitting Class
Designed for ages 11 to 14, this interactive class covers all aspects of
being a great babysitter. The class consists of a firefighter explaining
911 and fire safety, along with instruction on first aid, CPR and
choking. After a lunch provided by Anderson Hospital, the students
are taught by a registered nurse from the Anderson Hospital Pavilion
for Women about the care of babies and children, covering topics
such as feeding, burping, diapering, bathing and discipline. $15.
Class runs five hours, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Registration is required. Classes are offered in the fall and spring
each year. Please contact the Education Department at 618-391-6700
or education@andersonhospital.org for dates and times.

heAlth & You
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The Skin Disease
That’s on the Rise
Few kids escape childhood without a bump, itch or blemish.
But an increasing number must cope with a rash that keeps
coming back.
according to a recent report in the journal

CALM THE ITCH

Pediatrics, at least 10 percent of u.S.
children now suffer from eczema — an itchy,

Half of kids who have eczema say it has

persistent skin disorder. Some kids grow

seriously negative effects on their lives.

out of it eventually, but about half will have it

and their parents suffer, too. one reason

for the rest of their lives. experts aren’t sure

for the frustration: Symptoms come and

why it’s on the rise. But they do have advice

go, sometimes without rhyme or reason.

on how best to manage the disease and

Prevent flare-ups — and soothe those that

relieve the burden.

occur — with these steps:

SpoT THE SIGNS
The formal name for eczema is atopic

1

Prepare a warm bath. Bathe your
child for no more than 10 or 15 minutes
in lukewarm water and

dermatitis. Some doctors call it “the itch

a mild cleanser. Read

that rashes.” Most kids develop it before

the labels on products

age 5, and many who do have a family

closely to make sure

history of eczema, asthma or allergies.

they specifically say
“fragrance-free.” Pat

Dry, red, itchy skin tends to appear

skin dry, so it’s still

suddenly in these places:
• Babies — on the face and scalp
• Young children — in the folds of the
elbows and knees
• Teens and young adults — on the hands
and feet

damp to the touch.

2

Use medication as directed. apply
prescription medications as your

doctor directs during an outbreak, usually
twice a day. your doctor might recommend

you may notice your infant rub against

topical corticosteroids — much different

bedding or carpeting to scratch the itch.

from the steroids athletes use. With proper

In older kids, the rash can fade into dark,

use, they’re safe

thick or knotted skin. Consult a pediatrician

and have few side

if you notice these developments — or

effects, even in kids.

anytime your child has a rash that worsens
or doesn’t fade within a few days.

14
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Eczema, Dermatitis, psoriasis: What’s the Difference?
No matter your age, trying to get rid of a skin
rash can be almost as troublesome as coping
with one. Three common causes — eczema,
dermatitis and psoriasis — are tricky to
diagnose. They’re easily confused because
they look so similar. The good news: Once the
cause is found, treatment can start and bring
welcome relief.
ECZEMA
Eczema usually shows up as very itchy
patches that become red, swollen and cracked
from scratching. Rashes usually occur on
the face, inside the elbows, behind the knees
and on the hands and feet. The exact cause
of eczema is unknown, but it’s been linked
to genetics and environmental factors. The
most common type of eczema is an allergic
condition that often appears in babies and
children. The condition may go away by age 2
or last through adulthood.
DERMATITIS
If your skin comes in contact with a specific
irritating substance, like a chemical, soap

3

Moisturize. In addition
to any prescription

drugs, smooth a fragrance-

Lotion

or detergent, you can develop contact
dermatitis. It can show up whether you’ve
come in contact with the substance before or
not. Often you’ll develop a rash on your hands,
along with burning, itching and pain.
PSORIASIS
Psoriasis is a lifelong condition that causes
thickened, red patches of skin and silverywhite scales. Psoriatic patches can be itchy,
sore and even burn. They often are located
on the outside of the elbows and knees, but
psoriasis commonly affects the scalp and
nails, too. Many things can trigger psoriasis,
including stress, cold weather, skin damage
and certain medications. Psoriasis doesn’t
usually appear before age 10. It’s more
commonly found in adults.
Consult your doctor for a diagnosis. Need a
physician? Visit www.andersonhospital.org
and click on “Find a Provider.” You can sort by
specialty, location and more.

5

Encourage resisting the urge to
itch. Clip fingernails short and

smooth and remind your child

free moisturizer over the

not to scratch. you may even

entire face and body within

want to put cotton gloves

a few minutes of bathing.

on your child at bedtime.

Cream or ointment formulas

4

work best. Repeat as needed

Check in with the doctor if your child’s

throughout the day.

rash doesn’t improve within two weeks.
also make a call if you spot signs of

Consider medicine before bed.

infection, such as oozing or yellow crusts.

ask your child’s doctor about oral

your pediatrician may also recommend

antihistamines to help calm itching,

consulting a dermatologist or allergist.

especially at nighttime.

heAlth & You
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foods to

Your Health
Insurance may not cover a weekly trip to the farmers market.
Your doctor won’t write you a prescription for pistachios. But
increasingly, experts recognize that some foods have real
health-promoting powers.

Call them superfoods, functional foods or

Want a snack? Reach for nuts instead of

nutritional powerhouses. no matter what

chips — try pistachios. Removing the shells

term you use, adding them to a healthy diet

can slow you down and keep your portions

can offer additional protection against heart

in check.

disease, cancer and other chronic diseases
and their complications.
However, some food products claim to
have magical traits, but the science isn’t
there. Read on to find out which foods to add
to your plate — and which ones to pass on.

2

Fish
fatty fish like tuna, salmon and
sardines are so good for your

cardiovascular system that the american
Heart association recommends at least two
servings per week. and their reputation as

THE HEALTHY 8

brain food is well-earned: one recent study

Research suggests these foods can lay

showed women who eat more fish are less

legitimate claim to preventing or treating

likely to develop depression. Bake or grill,

common ailments:

rather than fry, seafood dishes to avoid

1

excess fat and calories.
Nuts
Healthy fats, protein and fiber in nuts
fill you up, helping control your weight

and your blood glucose. Magnesium-rich
cashews and almonds can lower blood

16

3

Leafy Green Vegetables
Kale, broccoli and their cruciferous
cousins (including cauliflower)

contain special chemicals called

pressure. Research shows that walnuts,

glucosinolates. your body breaks them down

pecans and almonds reduce cholesterol.

into potentially cancer-fighting substances.
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5
Scientists have found them promising
against prostate, colon, lung and breast

cancer. Cook kale into stews, snack on raw
cauliflower or top your pizza with broccoli.

4

Tea
Compounds in tea called flavonoids
lower lDl, or “bad,” cholesterol,

widen blood vessels and prevent dangerous
clots from forming. Some evidence even
links tea to a lower risk for cancer. Brew a
cup of green or black — both have health
benefits.

5

Flaxseed
Rich in fiber and omega-3 fatty acids,
these small seeds pack a big punch.

In one recent study, overweight people with
prediabetes added flaxseed to their daily
diets. after 12 weeks, they reduced their
blood sugar and improved their body’s
ability to use insulin. Stir ground flaxseed
into breakfast cereal, yogurt, breads or
muffins.

6

7

6

Cranberries
Components in these tart fruits may
prevent bacteria from clinging to the

urinary tract, warding off infections. Some
evidence suggests they can help prevent
stomach ulcers. and laboratory studies
show antioxidants from cranberries can fight

8

learN label liNgo
The government mandates that food
advertisements and labels tell the truth.
Still, some food marketing slogans have
no formal definition. When shopping,
keep in mind that these terms — although
appealing — may not truly indicate how
healthy a food is.

“Natural”
Generally speaking, “natural” means a
food has no artificial colors or flavors and
hasn’t undergone much processing. But
the term is so unclear that the label must
also explain what manufacturers mean
when they use it. For instance, it must also
say “no added coloring” or “no artificial
ingredients.”

“uNprocessed”
Many processed foods contain less-thannutritious ingredients. But even healthy
foods, such as roasted nuts or prewashed
bagged spinach, are technically processed.

“Whole”
Regulators haven’t defined this term. And
many foods that you’d think of as whole
— such as fruits and veggies — don’t even
have labels.

plaque on your teeth, reducing your risk for
gum disease. Drink a glass of cranberry juice
to quench your thirst and take advantage of
these perks.

7

Ginger
Modern science now supports
ancient asian beliefs about this

For the most accurate information
about what a food contains, look at the
Nutrition Facts label, not the advertising
slogans on the package. Need help
deciphering the label jargon? Visit
www.fda.gov for a helpful guide. Search
for “nutrition facts label.”

tropical plant. Thanks to compounds such
heAlth & You
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as 6-gingerol, ginger relieves nausea during
pregnancy, after surgery and due to motion
sickness, as well as eases symptoms of
vertigo. use fresh or powdered ginger to add
spice to sweet or savory dishes.

8

3

2

1

2

4

Coconut Oil
There’s no reason you can’t use this
oil for cooking, provided you choose

virgin coconut oil and skip products labeled
“partially hydrogenated” (that means it’s full
of harmful trans fats). But don’t expect it to

Garlic

result in weight loss or prevent alzheimer’s

This edible bulb can boost heart

disease; there’s no real evidence to back

health. Phytochemicals in garlic

these claims.

keep arteries clear, lower cholesterol and
blood pressure and may even ward off some
cancers. Chop up garlic and mix it into your
sauces, stews and stir-fries.

3

Coconut Water
Contrary to popular belief, this
light beverage isn’t a good stand-in

for sports drinks. It doesn’t have enough

THE QUESTIoNAbLE 4

sugar or electrolytes to replenish you after

as of yet, these products don’t have

a truly hard workout, and for short or light

definitive evidence to back up their claims:

workouts, water works just as well.

1

4

Acai
Juices, powders, tablets and capsules
from this fruit are said to halt aging

and speed weight loss. Trouble is, no

Cactus Juice
Haven’t heard of prickly pear
beverages for pain, respiratory or

skin problems? Good for you. The company

definitive research to date supports these

that marketed them ended up paying

declarations. like other berries, acai may

$3.5 million in refunds to consumers who

have anti-inflammatory and antioxidant

bought into these unsupported claims.

properties, but not enough to serve as any
miracle cure.

balance Your plate
Remember: Even research-tested,
doctor-approved superfoods don’t work in
isolation. For best results, work them into
a nutrient-rich diet. Load your plate with
foods from these groups and you’ll stand
the best chance at a long, healthy life:

18
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• A rainbow of fruits and vegetables
• Whole grains
• Low-fat and fat-free milk, cheese and
yogurt
• Lean meats, poultry, fish, eggs and legumes
• Nuts and seeds

www.andersonhospital.org

>> Should You See a Dietitian?
Talk with your doctor if you have specific
concerns about food and your health.
Together you can incorporate your
food choices into a plan for better
health.
Poor diet has been linked with
five of the 10 leading causes of death
in the U.S. — type 2 diabetes, heart
disease, stroke, certain types of cancer
and lung diseases. Eating well is crucial if
you have one of these health conditions. Working
with a dietitian also may be beneficial if you have
or are at risk of developing other health conditions,
such as:
• Digestive disorders
• Eating disorders
• High blood pressure
• Kidney disease
• Obesity or excess body weight
• Osteoporosis
Anderson Hospital offers medical nutrition therapy
services. A physician referral is required. Please call
618-391-6499 for more information or to make an
appointment with a dietitian.

heAlth & You
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are Supplements
Putting your Health
at Risk?
Consider it the new American
breakfast: a glass of juice,
a bowl of cereal … and a
vitamin. More than half of all
adults in the U.S. take at least
one supplement. But is this
routine really improving your
health — or hurting it?

WATCH FoR INTERACTIoNS
Just because you can buy them without
a prescription, don’t assume that all
supplements are right for you. Many
supplements can have strong effects in the
body. Some can be risky if you have or are at
risk for a health condition.
The ingredients in supplements can
interact with the ingredients in some
medications or other supplements. This

Supplements include vitamins, minerals,

means that they mix in ways that can cause

herbs and other substances. While

health problems or unwanted side effects.

some may have benefits, others can be

for example:
• St. John’s Wort can reduce the

dangerous. Here’s how to get the most
from supplements without falling for bogus
claims or buying poor products.

effectiveness of antidepressants.
• Vitamin C, vitamin E and other antioxidant
supplements may affect certain types of

UNDERSTANDING
THE DIFFERENCE

chemotherapy cancer treatments.
• Vitamin K can make the blood thinner

The distinction between a supplement and

warfarin (Coumadin) less effective.

a medication is that a supplement is not
meant to treat, prevent or cure disease. In

CHECK THE LAbEL

other words, a supplement can’t make a

Some supplements have been found

claim like “relieves arthritis pain.”

to include ingredients not listed on the

Supplements are not approved by the
government before they hit store shelves.

hundreds of them over the past few

no one is responsible for making sure

years. These ingredients can interact with

that the actual supplements sold are safe

medications or cause serious side effects,

or effective. The fDa removes a product

such as strokes and even death.

if it is shown to be unsafe, but only after

20

package. In fact, the fDa learned about

Several independent groups test

it is on the market. This is very different

supplements for purity and potency. The

from prescription and over-the-counter

nonprofit u.S. Pharmacopeia (uSP) is one of

medications, which must go through a long

them. They check supplement ingredients

approval process before they can be sold.

to make sure they meet federally
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recognized purity standards.
look for the uSP verified Mark
on supplements, which shows that the product
contains what it says on the label.
Work with your doctor to learn which
supplements are right for you. With the right
information and guidance, supplements can be a
healthy part of your everyday routine.

>> Organize Your
Medicine Cabinet
… Online
Anderson Hospital’s MyHealth
patient portal makes managing
your health care easy. Keep
a list of medications and
allergies, view lab test
results, make appointments
and more. Register for your
free, secure account today at
www.andersonhospital.org.
Questions? Ask your doctor’s
registration desk for more
information.

Stay Safe with
Supplements
• DO check with your doctor before
taking supplements. This is the
best way to know if a supplement
is safe for you. It’s an especially
important step if you take other
supplements or medications.
• DO tell your doctor and pharmacist
about all the medications and
supplements you take. This
can help you avoid dangerous
interactions. Make sure they know
how much you take, when you take
it and why you use each one.
• DON’T take extra doses of
supplements. Some vitamins
and minerals can cause health
problems if you take too much.
Excess vitamin A, for example,
can lead to liver damage. Keep
in mind that many vitamins and
minerals are added to foods and
beverages, too.

heAlth & You
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fix your footwear,

Maximize
Your Run

Whether you’ve logged
hundreds of miles or it’s your
first time around the block,
having the right shoes can make
or break your running program.

dizzying array of options, it’s hard to know

Pick the right pair, and you can feel like you’re
running on clouds. The wrong fit or worn-out

based on such factors as:
• Your arch height

materials, on the other hand, can increase

• How much your foot pronates, or turns

your risk for discomfort and injury. Check for
these two common problems to make sure

which model is right for you.
To find the best shoe and fit, visit a
specialty store that offers gait analysis.
There, trained professionals will watch you
run. They’ll help you select the best shoes

inward when you step
• Your weight

your shoes are giving you optimal support.
If you’re already a runner, take your old

DoN’T LIVE WITH A bAD FIT

shoes into the store with you. looking at the

With every stride, your feet must bear a

wear pattern can help you select a better

force up to five times your body weight.

model. for instance, if they’re worn around

Good shoes absorb some of this shock

the inside, you probably pronate (roll your

while correcting deficiencies in your gait,

foot inward) too much. Shoes with motion

helping you stay injury-free. But with a

control correct overpronation, potentially
preventing injuries.

22
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Should You Go barefoot?
Running with very light shoes — or even no
shoes at all — is increasingly popular. And it
does have some advantages. For one thing,
you’ll strengthen the muscles in your feet
and ankles. And some studies suggest you’ll
land on your forefoot, instead of your heel,
reducing the impact on your joints and bones.
However, experts warn that barefoot-style
running isn’t for everyone or every run. On
the wrong foot, no shoes or minimalist shoes
can increase pronation and cause calf and
shin pain. They can also contribute to stress
fractures and other severe injuries.
Check in with a podiatrist or running-store
fit expert before attempting to make the
shift. And if you do choose to go bare, do
so gradually. In one recent study, runners
who transitioned to minimalist shoes over
10 weeks frequently had signs of bone
damage. Switching over slowly — and
incorporating strengthening moves into your
routine — can reduce your risks.

IS IT TIME FoR NEW SHoES?
even the perfect pair of trainers can boost
injury risk if you hang on to them for too
long. after 120 miles, the shock-absorbing
material in the sole starts to show signs of
damage. By 500 miles, it’s lost almost half
its cushioning ability. This puts you at risk for
shin splints, knee and heel pain and stress
fractures, among other injuries.
on average, you should replace running
shoes about every three to five months.
Higher-mileage or heavyset runners may
want to replace shoes even more frequently.
one calculation that works: Divide 75,000
by your weight. The resulting number is the
mileage you can safely get out of your shoes.
a 150-pound runner, for example, should

>> Gear Up and Go
Be sure to join Anderson
Hospital for charity runs,
walks and other Metro
East events. We’re proud
to partner with many local
organizations throughout
the year. Check out our
Community Calendar
on pages 30 and 31 for
events this fall and winter.
Follow us on Facebook and
Twitter for more updates!

pick up a new pair every 500 miles.

heAlth & You
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WHaT’S CooKInG

Squash

for all Seasons
from a (acorn squash) to Z (zucchini), this

WINTER SQUASH:

vegetable has great versatility in recipes.

Acorn, Butternut,

The taste of squash can vary with your own

Hubbard, Spaghetti,

palate and can be sweet or savory. Here’s a

Pumpkin

quick guide to buying and preparing squash.

early fall is when you’ll
see lots of fresh winter squash. favorite

SUMMER SQUASH:

fall flavors — like cinnamon, allspice and

Green Zucchini,

nutmeg — can warm winter squash (hello,

Pattypan, Yellow

pumpkin pie). Harvested fully matured with

It may be called summer

thick skins, winter squash can be tough

squash, but it’s usually available

to cut. you’ll need to use a big sharp knife.

year-round. The thin skins

Some markets sell already-cut butternut or

make them easy to prepare

Hubbard squash, ready to boil and purée.

and ready to eat in no time.

Winter squash purées can add color and

you can cook them in different

texture to soups and stews, as well as pies

shapes, from bite-sized chunks

and custards.

to delicate ribbons. Shredded

Bright yellow spaghetti squash is the only

zucchini adds nutritional value

one that doesn’t take to puréeing. you want

and moisture to meatloaf, casseroles, pasta

to enjoy its unique texture, which does look

sauces and breakfast breads.

like pasta. Spaghetti squash can be baked,

Summer squash takes to any kind of

boiled or microwaved. To cook whole, pierce

heat. Green and yellow summer squash can

the skin with a knife and bake about an hour

be grilled, oven-fried, steamed, sautéed,

at 375 degrees. It will be hot, so use oven

baked or even cooked in the microwave.

mitts and be careful. Cut in half at the fattest

Basil, tarragon and mint complement

part of the middle and pull out strands with

summer squash nicely.

a fork.

Reap the benefits
Green and yellow summer squash are rich in vitamin C,
manganese and potassium. The orange color in pumpkins and
other winter squash signals beta-carotene, a key antioxidant.
Generally speaking, the same weight of winter squash has
about twice as many carbohydrates and calories as summer
squash — and also seven times as much vitamin A.
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pumpkin Curry Soup
Ingredients

1 tbsp. butter
1 cup finely chopped onion
1 cup diced celery
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 tsp. curry powder
1 tsp. ground coriander
⁄8
1 tsp. crushed red pepper
⁄8
3 cups water
1 cup low-sodium chicken broth
1 32-oz. can pumpkin puree
1 cup fat-free half-and-half

>> Build a Healthy
Eating Plan
Consider partnering with an
Anderson Hospital dietitian.
See page 19 to learn more.

Transfer mixture to food processor or
blender (in batches, if necessary). Cover
and blend until creamy. Serve warm or
reheat to desired temperature. Garnish with
dollop of sour cream and chives, if desired.

Directions

Note: This soup may be prepared the

Melt butter in a large saucepan over

day ahead. Cool to room temperature after

medium-high heat. add onion, celery and

adding pumpkin and half-and-half. Cover

garlic. Cook for three to five minutes or until

and refrigerate. Just before serving, blend

tender. Stir in curry powder, coriander and

then reheat to serving temperature, but

crushed red pepper; cook for one minute.

do not boil.

add water and broth and bring to a boil.

Makes four servings. Each serving

Reduce heat to low, then cook, stirring

contains about 180 calories, 5 g total fat

occasionally, for 15 to 20 minutes to develop

(1 g saturated fat), no cholesterol, 30 g total

flavors. Stir in pumpkin and half-and-half.

carbohydrate, 11 g dietary fiber, 14 g sugar

Cook for five minutes or until heated through.

and 8 g protein.

heAlth & You
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Directions
Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
Put grated zucchini into a mediumsized mixing bowl. use a whisk to stir in
applesauce and sugar. add egg and mix.
add flour, oatmeal, baking powder and
ground ginger. Stir in crystallized ginger and
chopped walnuts.

Ginger Zucchini Muffins

lightly coat the muffin pan with the
cooking spray. Divide muffin batter among

Ingredients

muffin cups. Bake muffins for 35 minutes

1 cup grated zucchini (about one 6- to 7-inch
squash)
½ cup unsweetened applesauce
½ cup sugar
1 large egg
½ cup flour
½ cup oatmeal
½ tsp. baking powder
½ tsp. ground ginger
2 tbsp. chopped crystallized ginger
¼ cup chopped walnuts

at 375 degrees. edges should be brown. let
cool in pan for 10 minutes and then lift out
gently to cool on wire rack.
Makes 12 muffins. Each contains about
100 calories, 2.5 g fat (no saturated fat, no
trans fat, 15 mg cholesterol), 30 mg sodium,
18 g carbohydrate, less than 1 g fiber,
10 g sugar and 2 g protein.

TIP: For an easy measure on the applesauce,
use a snack-size (3.9-ounce) container.

Southwestern Spaghetti
Squash and Turkey
Meatballs
Ingredients

½ lb. ground turkey
1 tbsp. minced onion
1 tbsp. dried parsley
1 tbsp. dried basil
2 tbsp. bread crumbs
1 large egg, lightly beaten
1 tbsp. olive oil
2 (14.5-oz.) cans petite-cut diced tomatoes
with jalapeños
4 cups cooked spaghetti squash (see page
24)
2 oz. Monterey Jack cheese
¼ cup fresh cilantro

Heat oil in a skillet over medium heat.
Brown meatballs evenly, about five minutes
total. Pour tomatoes over meatballs and heat
for about five minutes. Meatballs should be
cooked through and tomatoes heated.
To serve, place about 1 cup of spaghetti
squash on four plates. Top with meatballs and
sauce. Sprinkle with Monterey Jack cheese
and cilantro.

Directions

26



Serves four. Each serving contains about

Mix turkey with minced onion, parsley, basil

297 calories, 14 g fat (5 g saturated fat),

and bread crumbs. Mix in egg. form into

110 mg cholesterol, 990 mg sodium,

12 meatballs (each about the size of a

24 g carbohydrate, 4 g dietary fiber, 10 g sugar

rounded tablespoon).

and 18 g protein.
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Community

benefit
Report 2014

Thank you for taking the time to review the Anderson Hospital Community
Benefit Report for 2014. Discover how we benefit our community, making a
difference for residents within our service area.

Mission
To be the leader in providing
and promoting excellence
in health care and wellness
services in partnership with
the communities we serve

An Investment in our
Communities’ Health
not-for-profit health care organizations have a rich tradition
of providing benefit to their communities. anderson Hospital
was established not because of economic opportunity,
but rather because there was a need for health services in

What Is
Community
benefit?
Community benefit is a
planned, managed, organized
and measured approach to
a health care organization’s
participation in meeting
identified community health
needs. It implies collaboration
with a community to benefit
its residents — particularly
the poor, minorities and other
underinsured groups — by
improving health status and
quality of life.

our community. This report outlines anderson Hospital’s
community benefits for the year 2014.
anderson Hospital will continue to provide quality health care
services to everyone in our community. anderson Hospital
embraces its responsibility to the area we serve and strives to
increase care for all members of the community.
In order to provide health care services in the community,
anderson Hospital is actively involved in the recruitment and
retention of physicians and other medical personnel in our
service area.
anderson Hospital’s primary service area includes the
Madison County, Illinois, communities of Bethalto, Collinsville,
edwardsville, Glen Carbon, Granite City, Highland, Maryville
and Troy. During 2014, 72 percent of anderson’s inpatient
admissions were from this market. In summary, through
financial assistance, government-sponsored services,
volunteer services, student education, community health
services, financial contributions and the forgiveness
of uncollectible accounts, anderson Hospital provided
$17,042,863 of community benefits during 2014.
Keith a. Page

Mark Shasek

President & CEO

Chairman of the Board

heAlth & You
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Wellness

By the
Numbers

Corporate Wellness Programs and
Community Health Screenings

186,908

anderson’s corporate wellness programs with local businesses

Patients Served

impacted more than 840 individuals in 2014, including

During 2014, anderson Hospital

workforce members from:

provided care to these patients
through both inpatient and
outpatient services.

■

Hortica

■

City of Collinsville

■

Southwestern electric

■

Collinsville School District

Cooperative

■

Quality Packaging

101,930

■

village of Glen Carbon

Outpatient Visits

■

Southern Illinois university

■

ameren

edwardsville (SIue)

■

Cooper B-line

City of edwardsville

■

Goshen elementary

These include interventional
cardiology procedures and visits

■

Specialists International

to anderson’s Warren Billhartz
Cancer Center.

36,278
Emergency Room Visits

Education

anderson Hospital is an eMS

Student Experiences

resource hospital providing

anderson Hospital continues to partner with institutions at the

training and education to local

high school and college level to provide hands-on education for

eMS personnel.

students seeking careers in health care.

29,119

In 2014, 315 college students earned credit hours for their
clinical training. anderson has partnerships with SIue,

ExpressCare Visits
expressCare, anderson’s urgent
care, is located in Bethalto,

Southwestern Illinois College (SWIC), lewis & Clark Community
College, and other area colleges and universities. Programs
cover a variety of health specialties, including, but not limited to,

Collinsville, Glen Carbon and

nursing, rehabiltation services, imaging and respiratory care.

Highland.

This continued partnership has a significant impact on the

10,764

community, and nearly 40,000 hours of staff time are dedicated

Surgical Cases Performed

to this program.

our robotic procedures include
robotic cholecystectomy
for gallbladder removal with

Collaboration

several trocar sites. (a trocar is
a medical instrument used to

Meetings with Mayors

drain fluid from the body.)

anderson Hospital hosts semiannual meetings with local

1,688

mayors and other political dignitaries, including the county

Newborn Deliveries

board chairman, to discuss the strategic plan of the hospital.

More babies are delivered at

These sessions provide updates on planned capital spending,

anderson Hospital’s Pavilion for

discussion of new services and the opportunity to receive

Women than any other hospital

feedback from the community regarding current services or the

in southwestern Illinois.

need for any additional services.
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Community
Local Partnerships and Events
Recognizing the need for a healthy community, anderson
Hospital partners with many community organizations to
promote healthy living for area residents. In 2014, anderson
continued to support extended living/assisted living facilities,
senior citizen centers, church groups, women’s organizations,
and many other community entities. anderson also partnered
with Madison County Health Department for several
collaborative efforts to improve the overall health and safety
of our community. We participated in walks and runs, such

By the Dollar
Anderson Hospital has
identified the following benefits
provided to the community
during 2014:
Government-Sponsored
Subsidies
Represents unreimbursed
Medicaid and Medicare costs of
providing care

$10,263,775

as the Step out Walk for Diabetes, the american Heart Walk,
the Relay for life and the alzheimer’s Walk, to promote health

Uncollectible Accounts

$2,988,266

and support our local citizens.

Financial Assistance

outreach

The cost of services that are not

Support Groups and Lifeline

or reduced care

billed to those qualifying for free

$1,593,634

Providing support groups for the community is a priority
for anderson Hospital. In 2014, anderson offered support

Student Experiences

groups for grief and infant loss, diabetes, stroke, wound and

anderson Hospital partnerships

ostomy, and breast cancer. The groups are led by credentialed

with area schools, colleges and

professionals within their field and provide an excellent

universities for student learning

opportunity for individuals to learn more about health

experiences

$1,779,963

conditions and share their experiences with others. More
than 170 people participated in anderson’s support groups
last year.

Volunteer Services
Totaling 39,089 hours of

anderson also provides support to other groups such as

service by the anderson

air link (for individuals with pulmonary conditions), aWaKe

Hospital auxiliary

$322,484

(alert, Well and Keeping energetic — for individuals with sleep
apnea), Depression and Bipolar Support alliance, and a brain

Community Health Services

injury support group.

Health screenings, health fairs

Carelink is a personal emergency response service ideal for

and more events

$285,101

individuals living alone, especially older adults and people
with disabilities. for more than 12 years, anderson Hospital

Financial Contributions

has made this service available to subscribers 24 hours a day.

Support of community

Carelink is operated by an auxiliary liaison staff member and

events and programs through

trained volunteers.

monetary donations

$15,235
Language Assistance

$5,425

Total Community
Benefits
Representing all of the above

$17,229,192
heAlth & You
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CommunityCalendar
FALL/WINTER 2015

Anderson Hospital offers a wide variety of services, programs and support groups to help
you get well and stay healthy. For more happenings around Metro East with Anderson, keep
up with us on twitter @Andersonhosp and on www.facebook.com/Andersonhospitalil.
Sign up for our email newsletter at www.andersonhospital.org.
Facebook “f ” Logo

Babysitting Class
618-391-6700

pRENATAL CARE AND
FAMILY CoURSES
For a full list of Prenatal Care
and Family course offerings,
dates/times and costs, and
for online registration, visit
www.andersonhospital.org
or call 618-391-5983.
• Preparation for Childbirth
• Sibling Class
• Breastfeeding Class
• Prep School for Dads
• Grandparents Are Special!
• Here Comes Baby!

Outpatient Lactation
Services/Lactation Supplies
By appointment.
618-391-6057

SCREENINGS
Cholesterol and Blood
Pressure Screenings
$25 per screen. Call for more
information.
618-391-6710

SPeCIal evenT

CMYK / .eps

Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .eps

Prostate Screenings
$10 per screen. Call for more
information.
618-391-5900

SUppoRT GRoUpS
Air Link
A social club for individuals
with pulmonary-related
conditions.
618-391-6715
AWAKE (Alert, Well And
Keeping Energetic)
Support group for people
affected by sleep apnea.
618-288-6124
Grief Support Group
Monthly support group in
the hospital chapel.
618-391-6456
Ostomy Support Group
Monthly meetings led
by certified wound and
ostomy nurses.
618-391-5941

FED UP Movie Screening
Sunday, October 4, 2015
2 p.m.
Widley Theater, Edwardsville
Join Anderson Hospital this fall for community screenings
of the documentary FED UP. From Katie Couric, Laurie
David (Oscar-winning producer of An Inconvenient Truth)
and director Stephanie Soechtig, FED UP will change the
way you eat forever. Learn more about the film at
www.fedupmovie.com.

Pregnancy and Infant Loss
Support Group
Meetings are held the fourth
Tuesday of every month.
618-391-5984
SHARE (Support Has A
Reinforcing Effect)
Monthly support group
for women who have been
diagnosed with breast cancer.
618-391-6703
Stroke Support Group
618-391-5230
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Walk of
Remembrance
and Hope 2015
Saturday, October 3, 2015, starting at 9 a.m.
Lakeview Memorial Gardens, 5000 North Illinois St.,
Fairview Heights, IL 62008

DIAbETES SUppoRT
Type 1 Diabetes
Support Group
Meets the fourth Monday of
each month, 6 to 7 p.m., in
the community room of the
Anderson Wellness Center.
618-391-6711

anderson Share Group presents this event for parents
(and their families) who have lost a child before, at or
shortly after birth. The support group is for families that
have shared that same life-changing experience. With
the help of a leader, the group aims to help ease the pain
and build lasting relationships among those coping with
grief. Register for this event by emailing pregnancyloss_
support@andersonhospital.org.

Type 2 Diabetes
Support Group
Meets the third Tuesday of
each month, 3 to 4 p.m., in
the community room of the
Anderson Wellness Center.
618-391-6711

oTHER pRoGRAMS
Cardiac and Pulmonary
Rehabilitation
618-391-6715
Community Health
Education
618-391-6712
Congestive Heart Failure
Program
618-391-6715
CPR, ACLS, PALS Courses
618-391-6700
Diabetes and Dietitian
Services
618-391-6710
Supervised Exercise
Program for Adults
618-391-6715
Wound and Ostomy Care
Services
618-391-5941
heAlth & You
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SURVIVING A HEART ATTACK:
A Troy Resident Shares Her Story
Are You Too Embarrassed to See the Doctor?
Fabulous Fall Recipes: Pumpkin Curry Soup and More
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We’re excited to share that Health & You recently received
two national advertising awards: a Gold Award of Excellence
in the 21st Annual Communicator Awards and a Merit in the
32nd Healthcare Advertising Awards. thank you for reading!

your friends at Anderson Hospital
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